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Abstrat
We investigate hard exlusive reations on the nuleon with soft pion emission. A
parametrization of orresponding hadroni matrix elements in terms of parton distri-
butions for nal pion-nuleon state is provided. These distributions are alulated in
terms of nuleon and pion GPDs and the pion distribution amplitude via soft-pion
theorems. Some observables for the proess of hard harged pion prodution on the
proton with soft pion emission are omputed.
1 Motivation and outline
The eld of hard exlusive reations has been studied intensively during the past deade.
The investigations have proeeded in the theoretial as well as in the experimental setor;
reviews are given e.g. in referenes [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄. Two prominent representatives of the
hard exlusive proesses are deeply virtual Compton sattering (DVCS) and hard meson
prodution (HMP). The nuleon properties whih enter these reations are formulated in
terms of generalized parton distributions (GPDs). On the one hand, these funtions an
be viewed as generalizations of the usual forward parton distributions, on the other hand
they are diretly related to nuleon form fators through their moments. So it has been
argued that hard exlusive reations an provide useful new insights into the partoni
nuleon struture whih are not aessible through the usual eletroweak probes. In this
ontext, for example, the form fators of the energy-momentum tensor have been disussed,
see e.g. referenes [6, 7℄. Additionally, in the ase of meson prodution, one an obtain
information about the involved distributions amplitudes.
In this artile, we investigate the situation when in a hard exlusive reation instead of
the nal nuleon a nuleon-pion state with low invariant mass appears. Sine it is produed
lose to the threshold, the pion is denoted as soft. On the experimental side, a separation of
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a partiular hard reation with and without soft pion emission annot always be guaranteed.
In this sense, the proess with soft pion an be viewed as a ontamination of the fully
exlusive DVCS or HMP, and theoretial estimates about this disturbing bakground are
desirable.
Apart from suh pratial onsiderations, these new reations are worth being studied
in their own right. They provide an opportunity to investigate soft pion emission from the
nuleon indued by nonloal lightone operators as opposed to the loal vetor or axial
operators to whih we are restrited in usual eletroweak pion prodution. Therefore,
analogously to how a soft proess suh as pion-eletroprodution an provide information
about nuleon form fators, hard proesses with soft pion emission might ontribute to a
better understanding of quantities suh as generalized parton distributions.
Guihon et. al. have addressed this question for the proess of DVCS with soft pion
prodution [8℄. For the alulation of the pertinent hadroni matrix element, they presented
a soft-pion theorem based on urrent algebra and hiral symmetry. Moreover, they modeled
the eet of the ∆(1232) resonane whih is loated not far from the pion prodution
threshold. By this method, they ould give preditions for ertain ross setions and
asymmetries. However, in all their onsiderations, the region of small momentum transfer
was expliitely exluded.
In the following, we present our approah of alulating soft pion emission in hard
exlusive reations. Based on polology arguments, PCAC, and ertain properties of the
hiral symmetry transformation, we derive orresponding soft-pion theorems. These dier
from the results in [8℄ through additional pion pole terms. The implementation of these
new ontributions allows in partiular to extend the region of appliability down to small
momentum transfer. Using this improved result, we alulate the eet of soft pions in
hard π+ prodution o the proton.
The outline is as follows. Basi kinematial onsiderations are given in setion 2. In
setion 3, we provide a parametrization of the matrix elements for pion emission indued
by twist-2 lightone operators. We denote the invariant funtions that ome up in this pro-
edure as pion-nuleon (πN) parton distributions. These funtions are the generalizations
of GPDs for the ase of pion emission. We disuss some of their properties, in partiular
their behavior at the pion threshold and the meaning of some moments. In setion 4, we
give a detailed derivation and the results of soft-pion theorems for several twist-2 operators.
We hek that in ertain limiting ases our expressions are onsistent with previous alu-
lations. Finally, in setion 5, we apply these results to the proess of hard pion prodution
o the proton with soft pion emission near threshold. The amplitude of the proess for
arbitrary isospins is given. Further, we provide the following numerial estimates for hard
π+ prodution: the transverse spin asymmetry of the proess γ∗ + p → π+ +N + πsoft is
alulated, and the ontamination of the longitudinal ross setion and the transverse spin
asymmetry of the pure proess γ∗+p→ π++n through soft-pion admixture is determined.
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Figure 1: Partile momenta and invariants for the exlusive reation with soft pion emis-
sion.
2 Kinematis
We onsider the ollision of a virtual photon γ∗ with momentum q and a nuleon N with
momentum p and spin S. In the nal state, we have a nuleon with momentum p′ and
spin S ′, a pion π with momentum k and isospin a, and either a real photon γ (DVCS) or
a speied meson M with momentum q′:





It is useful to dene an average momentum p¯ and a momentum transfer ∆ in the following
way:
p¯ ≡ p+ p
′ + k
2
, ∆ ≡ q − q′ = p′ + k − p. (1)
Further, we introdue the Lorentz invariants
s ≡ (p+ q)2, t ≡ (p− p′)2, u ≡ (p− k)2, W 2 ≡ (p′ + k)2, (2)
see also the illustration in gure 1 (we point to the fat that here ∆2 is not idential to
the nuleon momentum transfer t unlike in the ase without pion). The kinematial region
of hard sattering is haraterized by a large photon virtuality Q2, a large energy ν of the
virtual photon in the target rest frame, and a xed Bjorken variable xB:





Here, M and mpi denote the nuleon and pion mass, respetively.
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We shall refer to the pion π(k) as soft if it appears suiently lose to its prodution
threshold in the following sense. Diretly at the threshold, the variables W 2 and u are
xed as
W 2th = (M +mpi)
2, uth = (M −mpi)2 + mpi
M
t. (5)
We allow for deviations from these values that are of the size
W 2 −W 2th . Mmpi, −(u− uth) . Mmpi. (6)
Moreover, we require for the nuleon momentum transfer that
−t . M2. (7)
Relations (5) to (7) settle the soft pion kinematis (note that they imply −∆2 . M2).
Roughly speaking, we an summarize these onditions simply as
k = O(mpi), p, p′ = O(M). (8)
Let us now turn to a Sudakov deomposition of the partile momenta. Two lightone
vetors n˜ and n are dened in a frame where p¯ = (p¯0, 0, 0, p¯z) and q = (q0, 0, 0, qz) via
n˜ = (p¯0 + p¯z)(1, 0, 0, 1), n =
1
2(p¯0 + p¯z)
(1, 0, 0,−1). (9)
















, −2ξ = p¯ · q
M¯2
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∆2⊥ = −(1− ξ2)(|∆2| − |∆2|min), (16)
with the minimal value of the momentum transfer given by
|∆2|min = 2ξ
1− ξ2 [(W





1− xB . (17)
Setting k = 0 andW = M everywhere, one reovers the well-known formulas of the familiar
ase without pion.
Finally, in order to quantify how the nal nuleon and pion share the momentum with
respet to the lightone diretion n˜, we further introdue a variable α suh that
k · n = α(1− ξ), p′ · n = (1− α)(1− ξ). (18)
3 Formulation of pion-nuleon parton distributions
3.1 General parametrization
In the ase of ordinary DVCS or hard meson prodution, the fatorization of the amplitude
leads to nuleon matrix elements of lightone operators. These nonperturbative objets
are parametrized in terms of generalized parton distributions. For hard meson prodution,
additionally the distribution amplitude of the nal meson appears.
In the present situation, where we take into aount an additional pion, we arrive at
matrix elements of lightone operators with initial nuleon and nal pion-nuleon state. In
dealing with these objets, our rst step is to provide a parametrization. Let us start with













where we have introdued the Dira matries
Γ1 = γ5, Γ2 =
M/n





n · p¯γ5 (20)
with the denitions ∆ = p′ + k − p and p¯ = (p′ + k + p)/2. The onstant gA is the
isovetor axial oupling onstant, and fpi is the pion deay onstant normalized aording
to the experimental value of 93 MeV. Inluding these onstants into the denition will be
onvenient in later alulations. Here and in the following, the insertion of the appropriate
gauge links within the operators is always understood. The funtions H
(0)
i , that we shall
all pion-nuleon parton distributions, depend on the momentum fration x as well as on
ve further quantities that an be built from the vetors n, p, p′, and k whih we have at






2, α, t,W 2), (21)
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where in the present ontext of parametrization the denitions of the variables are
ξ = − n ·∆
2n · p¯ , α =
n · k
n · (p′ + k) , t = (p
′ − p)2, W 2 = (p′ + k)2. (22)





















whih depend on the same set of arguments as H(0), of ourse.
The matrix elements of the quark operators of axial type dier from the previous ones














































At this point we have to omment on a orresponding parametrization that was previ-
ously given by Blümlein et. al. [9℄. The authors ame to the onlusion that ve funtions
are neessary for a omplete desription. However, as demonstrated expliitely in appendix
E of referene [10℄, one an show that one of their funtions an atually be reexpressed
in terms of the others, i.e. the strutures given in their parametrization are not linearly
independent if one takes into aount the Dira equation.
3.2 Redution at the pion threshold
Within the soft pion kinematis desribed in setion 2, all variables are required to be lose
to their values at the pion prodution threshold. Therefore, the exat threshold kinematis
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an serve as a reasonable approximation e.g. for the alulation of sattering amplitudes.
For this purpose, let us onsider the threshold ase and provide some useful relations.
First, we reall that the invariant mass of the nal nuleon-pion system is equal to
W 2th = (M +mpi)
2. (27)





hene the number of independent invariants is redued. In partiular, we nd that ∆2 an








As a further onsequene of the relation (28), the Dira strutures involving e.g. Γ1 =
γ5 and Γ3 = /kγ5/M are no longer linearly independent. Therefore, the number of πN
distributions an be redued by two. For example, in the ase of the vetor distributions












































with the threshold pion-nuleon distributions H1th and H2th given by
H
(0,±)












































3.3 Moments of the πN distributions
The moments of ordinary nuleon GPDs are polynomials in the skewedness variable, where
the oeients give the nuleon form fators of the orresponding loal twist-2 operators
[6, 11℄. For example, taking the rst moments of the quark GPDs yields∫
dxH(x, ξ,∆2) = F1(∆
2),
∫




dx H˜(x, ξ,∆2) = GA(∆
2),
∫
dx E˜(x, ξ,∆2) = GP (∆
2), (35)
where F1 and F2 are the Dira and Pauli form fator and GA and GP the axial and
















= B(∆2)− C(∆2) (2ξ)2, (37)
where A, B, and C are the form fators of the energy-momentum tensor. Similar poly-
nomiality onditions hold for the moments of the πN distributions, their moments are
polynomials in the variables ξ and α. We shall demonstrate this now expliitely for two
examples.
3.3.1 First moment: The loal limit
The rst moments of the πN distributions H
(0,±)
i are related to the form fators of the
matrix element whih desribes pion emission from the nuleon indued by the the loal
vetor urrent (the hadroni ingredient of the pion eletroprodution amplitude). For


















δabA(+) + ßεabcτ cA(−)
}
Γµi U(p), (38)
where the set of Dira matries is hosen as
{Γµ1 , . . . ,Γµ8} = {p¯µ, ∆µ, kµ, γµ, /kp¯µ, /k∆µ, /kkµ, /kγµ}γ5. (39)
(For a traditional parametrization we refer to Amaldi et. al. [12℄.) The form fators are
funtions of three independent invariants, e.g. ∆2,W 2, and t. Current onservation redues
the number of independent form fators to six:
(W 2 −M2)A1 + 2∆2A2 + (W 2 + u− 2M2)A3 + 4MA4 + 2(W 2 −M2)A8 = 0 (40)
2A4 + (W
2 −M2)A5 + 2∆2A6 + 2(W 2 + u− 2M2)A7 = 0. (41)
From the ontration of the matrix element (38) with the lightone vetor n, it follows
that the rst moments of the πN distributions are polynomials in ∆ · n/p¯ · n = −2ξ and
k · n/p¯ · n = α(1− ξ) ≡ α¯:
1∫
−1
dxH1 = A1 − 2ξA2 + α¯A3, M
1∫
−1





dxH3 = A5 − 2ξA6 + α¯A7,
1∫
−1
dxH4 = A8. (43)
Note that the urrent onservation relations (40) and (41) impose nontrivial onditions on
the moments of the πN distributions.
3.3.2 Seond moment: The energy-momentum tensor




i is related to the form fators
of the amplitude for pion emission indued by the energy-momentum tensor, whih reads




D −←−D)ν}ψ + g
µν
4
F ρσFρσ + F
µρFρ
ν , (44)
where the urly brakets denote symmetrization of the indies and D the ovariant deriva-
tive. We parametrize this amplitude as follows:




U¯(p′) τaΓµνi BiU, (45)
where the Dira matries are
{Γµν1 , . . . ,Γµν20 } = {gµν , p¯µp¯ν , ∆µ∆ν , kµkν , p¯{µ∆ν}, p¯{µkν}, ∆{µkν},
gµν/k, p¯µp¯ν/k, ∆µ∆ν/k, kµkν/k, p¯{µ∆ν}/k, p¯{µkν}/k, ∆{µkν}/k,
γ{µp¯ν}, γ{µ∆ν}, γ{µkν},
/kγ{µ, /kγ{µp¯ν}, /kγ{µ∆ν}, /kγ{µkν}}γ5. (46)
As in the ase of the vetor urrent, the form fators Bi are funtions of e.g. ∆
2
, W 2, and




+(W 2 + u− 2M2)B7 + 4MB16 + 2(W 2 −M2)B19 = 0, (47)
2(W 2 −M2)B2 + 2∆2B5 + (W 2 + u− 2M2)B6 + 4MB15 + 2(W 2 −M2)B18 = 0, (48)
4(W 2 + u− 2M2)B4 + (W 2 −M2)B6 + 2∆2B7 + 4MB17 + 2(W 2 −M2)B20 = 0, (49)
4B8 + 4∆
2B10 + (W
2 −M2)B12 + (W 2 + u− 2M2)B14 + 2B16 = 0, (50)
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2(W 2 −M2)B9 + 2∆2B12 + (W 2 + u− 2M2)B13 + 2B15 = 0, (51)
2(W 2 + u− 2M2)B11 + (W 2 −M2)B13 + 2∆2B14 + 2B17 = 0, (52)
(W 2 −M2)B15 + 2∆2B16 + (W 2 + u− 2M2)B17 = 0, (53)
(W 2 −M2)B18 + 2∆2B19 + (W 2 + u− 2M2)B20 = 0, (54)
































































= B18 +B19(−2ξ) +B20α¯. (58)
Thus we see that from urrent onservation and polynomiality it possible to uniquely






4 Soft-pion theorems for pion emission from the nuleon
indued by lightone operators
In the last setion, we have presented a parametrization of matrix elements for pion emis-
sion from the nuleon whih is indued by twist-2 quark or gluon lightone operators. Now,
we turn to the alulation of these objets in the soft-pion region. For this, we rely on
polology arguments, PCAC, and urrent algebra. The basi ideas are similar to those in
the work of Guihon et. al. [8℄. However, while Guihon et. al. exluded small momen-
tum transfer, we shall onsider this region in our derivation as well. Atually, for ertain
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operators it was already shown in referene [13℄ that at small momentum transfer, the
soft-pion theorems math the tree level results of a hiral perturbation theory treatment.
This refutes opposite laim of ref. [14℄. The results of [8℄ and [13℄ were onrmed also in
ref. [15℄.
4.1 Simple pion emission from the nuleon
First, in order to introdue some notations and to demonstrate our approah on a very
simple example, let us onsider the emission of a pion from the nuleon, i.e. the amplitude
M(N ′π|N) dened through






where Φa is the interpolating pion eld
Φa ≡ ∂ · A
a
fpim2pi
, 〈0|Φa|πb〉 = δab, (60)





and (only within this subsetion) k denotes the nuleon momentum dierene,
kν = (p− p′)ν . (62)
If we relax somewhat about the on-shell requirement for the pion, we an also write
〈N(p) πa(k)|N(p)〉 = (2π)4δ(p′ + k − p)M(N(p′) πa(k)|N(p)). (63)










This equation is now investigated in the region where k is small,
k ∼ mpi ∼ ε
i.e. we searh for the leading ontributions in ε to both sides of equation (65).
The nuleon matrix element on the left hand side is parametrized in terms of the axial


















For small k2, GA approahes the axial oupling onstant and GP is dominated by the
orresponding pion pole ontribution,
GA(k




The insertion of these relations and the use of the Dira equation yield









The right hand side of equation (65) has an expliit fator of m2pi ∼ ε2. This small





So nally, the equation (65) leads to






from whih in turn the Goldberger-Treiman relation emerges, if we parametrizeM(N ′π|N)
in terms of the pion-nuleon oupling onstant gpiNN as usual. The line of argument that
lead to this well-known result is now generalized to the ase when a lightone operator is
present.
4.2 Pion emission indued by lightone operators
4.2.1 Isovetor quark operator of vetor type
Now we turn to the pion emission indued by lightone operators. First, we deal with the
isovetor quark operator of vetor type whih we shall refer to as Ob(λ) in the following:
Ob(λ) ≡ ψ¯(−λn/2) /nτ bψ(λn/2). (71)










ψ¯(0) [n · (−→∂ −←−∂ )]m/nτ bψ(0). (72)
The derivation of the soft-pion formula for 〈N ′π|Ob(λ)|N〉 starts from the following




d4z eßk·z〈N(p′)|T [Aaν(z)Ob(λ)]|N(p)〉, (73)
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b(λ) + θ(−z0)Ob(λ)Aaν(z) (74)
Let us investigate the behavior of the matrix element Iν in the soft-pion region
k ∼ mpi ∼ ε. (75)
In this region, several momenta are lose to the pion or nuleon mass shell:
k2 = m2pi +O(ε2), W 2 = (p′ + k)2 = M2 +O(ε), u = (p− k)2 = M2 +O(ε). (76)
Generally, for a Green funtion of n Operators,
G1...n(β|α) ≡
∫
d4z1 . . .d
4zn−1e
ß(p1·z1+...+pn−1·zn−1)〈β|T [O1(z1) . . . On−1(zn−1)On(0)]|α〉,
(77)
we expet the following behavior when |α〉 = |β〉 = |0〉 and the momentum p ≡ p1+ . . .+pr






p2 −m2Gr+1...n(p, s|0) (78)
(see, e.g., Chapter 10.2 in the textbook of Weinberg [16℄). The matrix element Iν an be
related to a Green funtion of the type G1...4(0|0) aording to the usual LSZ formalism.
However, in our ase we deal with the additional problem that several momentum om-
binations beome nearly on-shell at one, as shown in the equations (76). We proeed by
adding up these dierent pole ontributions, eah of whih is of the type (78), and subtrat
appropriate terms where neessary to avoid a double ounting. In this way we obtain the
preliminary statement




N(p−k) +O(ε0), (preliminary) (79)









〈N(p′) πc(k)|Ob(λ)|N(p)〉 ≡ Iνpi(k) = O(1/ε), (80)
IνN(p′+k) the nuleon pole in the variable W
2
with pion-pole subtration,











W 2 −M2 〈Nσ(p
′ + k)|Ob(λ)|N(p)〉 ≡ IνN(p′+k) = O(1/ε), (82)
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and IνN(p−k) the nuleon pole in u with pion-pole subtration,












≡ IνN(p−k) = O(1/ε). (84)
In the previous formulas, c denotes the pion's isospin and σ a ombined nuleon spin-isospin
index. Summation over quantum numbers of intermediate states, suh as c and σ here, are
heneforth understood.
An additional pole that we have not mentioned yet has to be onsidered in the kine-
matis of small momentum transfer, t ∼ ε2, sine then
t = m2pi +O(ε2). (85)














M(N ′πd(p− p′)|N) ≡ Iνpi(p−p′), (87)
where a π(k)-pole subtration has been performed. Therefore, to over the whole region
of momentum transfer −t . M2, we modify equation (79) by adding this ontribution,







always keeping in mind that Iνpi(p−p′) is suppressed automatially as −t grows:
Iνpi(p−p′) =
{ O(1/ε) t ∼ ε2
O(ε0) −t≫ ε2 . (89)
This loses the disussion about the pole struture of the matrix element Iν .
Next we turn to a simple identity for Iν that follows when we use the denition of the







〈N ′|[Aa0(z), Ob(λ)]|N〉+m2pi〈N ′|T [Φa(z)Ob(λ)]|N〉
}
. (90)
Let us exploit this identity in the soft-pion region (75). Aording to our previous demon-
strations, the leading ontributions to the left hand side are simply obtained by ontrating








where we have used the denition of the pion deay onstant,
〈0|Aaν |πb(k)〉 = ßfpikνδab. (92)











2p′ · k Γ
(V )(p′ + k, p, λ) τ bU





where we have applied
kν
fpi













as disussed in the previous subsetion. Moreover, we have introdued the parametrization
〈N(p2)|Ob(λ)|N(p1)〉 = U¯(p2) Γ(V )(p2, p1, λ) τ b U(p1), (96)
where in terms of generalized parton distributions one usually denes





H(V )/n + E(V )





H(V ) = H(V )
(
x,
(p1 − p2) · n




and analogously for E(V ). Further, we mention that it is useful to rewrite the ontration























〈0|[Qa5(0), Ob]|πd(p− p′)〉+ ßm2pi
∫











(/p− /p′)γ5τdU +O(ε), (100)
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So muh for the left hand side of the identity (90). Now, what are the main terms on the
right hand side?







〈N ′|[Aa0(z), Ob(λ)]|N〉 =
ß
fpi
〈N ′|[Qa5(0), Ob(λ)]|N〉+O(ε). (102)
For the alulation of the ommutator [Qa5(0), O
b(λ)], we insert Ob(λ) in the form (72).
Then we have to deal with objets of the type [Qa5(0), (n·∂)mψ(0)] and [Qa5(0), (n·∂)mψ¯(0)].
For m = 0, these ommutators are well-known from the transformation of the elds under
the axial part of the hiral rotation:
[Qa5(0), ψ(0)] = −γ5
τa
2




In the general ase m ≥ 0, we an rewrite e.g.







(−1)k(n · ∂)m−k[(n0∂0)kQa5, ψ]. (104)





d3z ψ¯(z) γ5{τa, mˆ}ψ(z), (105)
where mˆ = diag(mu, md) is the quark mass matrix. Aording to the Gell-Mann-Oakes-
Renner relation we have
mu, md ∝ m2pi ∼ ε2,
hene we an neglet the terms that involve derivatives of Qa5:
[Qa5, (n · ∂)mψ] = (n · ∂)m[Qa5, ψ] +O(ε2) (106)
and similar for [Qa5, (n · ∂)mψ¯]. In this way we obtain nally
[Qa5(0), O
b(λ)] = ßεabcOc5(λ) +O(ε2) (107)
with
Oc5(λ) ≡ ψ¯(−λn/2) /nγ5τ cψ(λn/2). (108)
Next, we disuss the seond term on the right hand side of (90). It is aompanied by a
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=
Figure 2: Illustration of the soft-pion theorem for the matrix element
〈N(p′) πa(k)|Ob(λ)|N(p)〉, where Ob(λ) is the lightone operator ψ¯(−λn/2) /nτ bψ(λn/2).
The blobs denote insertion of the indiated operator while the pointlike verties represent
the standard pseudovetor pion-nuleon oupling.
These are the pion pole in k2 and, for small momentum transfer, the pion pole in t. Again
taking into aount a double-pole subtration, we thus get
ßm2pi
∫

















M(N ′πd(p− p′)|N) +O(ε). (109)
Now we an ollet all approximations and insert them into (90) (note that the terms
whih involve the time-orderd produt T [Φa(z), Ob] anel). Then we an solve the equation






















2p′ · k Γ









(/p− /p′)γ5τdU +O(ε), (110)
see also gure 2. The pion matrix elements in this formula are parametrized as





where φpi is the pion distribution amplitude, and
〈πa(k)|Ob(λ)|πd(p− p′)〉







(p− p′ − k) · n




In the last line, we have negleted the momentum transfer in the argument of the pion GPD
H
(V )
pi , beause the π(p − p′) pole terms only ontribute in the region where t ∼ ∆2 ∼ ε2.
For a parametrization of the nuleon matrix element of Ob5(λ) in terms of GPDs see below,
formulas (132) and (133).
For reasons of onsisteny, it is advisable to hek that the π(p−p′) pole ontributions in
the soft-pion formula is really negligible for −t≫ ε2, as we have promised at the beginning
of the alulation. In this region of moderate momentum transfer, we have to distinguish
two ases whih are both kinematially allowed:
(p− p′) · n ∼ k · n ∼ ε or (p− p′) · n≫ k · n ∼ ε. (111)
In the rst ase, both pion pole terms are individually suppressed beause the pion matrix
elements are proportional to ombinations of (p− p′) · n and k · n. In the latter ase, the
ombination of both terms is small beause







(p− p′ − k) · n
(p− p′ + k) · n, 0
)
(p−p′)·n≫k·n∼ε




′)·n/2H(V )pi (x, 1, 0) +O(ε) (112)
and a soft-pion theorem for the pion GPD [17℄ reads
H(V )pi (x, 1, 0) = 2φpi(x). (113)
So we have onrmed that in the region of moderate momentum transfer the π(p − p′)
pole is negligible. Therefore, our result oinides with that one of Guihon et. al. [8℄, who
restrited themselves to the region −t≫ ε2.
4.2.2 Isoalar quark operator of vetor type and gluon operator
Soft-pion theorems similar to the previous one an also be derived for the isosalar quark










2p′ · k Γ
(S)(p′ + k, p, λ)− Γ(S)(p′, p− k, λ)/p+M









(/p− /p′)γ5τ cU +O(ε), (114)
where Γ(S) an be obtained from the denition of Γ(V ) in equation (97) by replaing the
isovetor GPDs H(V ) and E(V ) with the isosalar ones, H(S) and E(S). For the gluon
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operator, we obtain









2p′ · k Γ
(G)(p′ + k, p, λ)− Γ(G)(p′, p− k, λ)/p+M












Γ(G)(p2, p1, λ) =











with arguments of the gluon GPDs H(G) and E(G) as in (98). Beause of the isosalar
nature of the two operators onsidered here, ommutator terms do not appear in the
results. Moreover, we remark that the disussion of the pion pole terms at moderate
momentum transfer whih we presented in the isovetor ase, an be repeated here in a
similar way using the following soft-pion theorems for the gluon and the isosalar pion
GPD [17℄:
H(S)(x, 1, 0) = 0, H(G)(x, 1, 0) = 0. (117)
So again, for −t≫ ε2 the pion pole ontributions to the soft-pion theorem are negligible.
4.2.3 Isovetor operator of axial vetor type
Next we turn to the derivation of the soft-pion theorem for the matrix element of the
operator
Ob5(λ) = ψ¯(−λn/2)/nγ5τ bψ(λn/2). (118)




d4z eßk·z〈N(p′)|T [Aaν(z)Ob5(λ)]|N(p)〉 (119)








〈N ′|[Aa0(z), Ob5(λ)]|N〉+m2pi〈N ′|T [Φa(z)Ob5(λ)]|N〉
}
. (120)
Again, we make soft-pion expansions of both sides when k ∼ mpi ∼ ε. At this, we have to
onsider pion poles in k2 and ∆2 = (p′ + k − p)2 and nuleon poles:



















〈N ′πa(k)|Ob5(λ)|N〉 ≡ Iνpi(k) (123)














〈πc(∆)|Ob(λ)|0〉 ≡ Iνpi(∆), (124)
where M(N ′πd(k)|Nπc(∆)) denotes the pion-nuleon sattering amplitude,
〈N ′πd(k)|Nπc(∆)〉 = (2π)4δ(p′ + k − p−∆)M(N ′πd(k)|Nπc(∆)). (125)
This pion pole is non-negliglible only if −∆2 . m2pi ∼ ε2. The nuleon pole terms are





〈N ′|Aνa|Nσ(p′ + k)〉+ k
ν
k2 −m2pi































+O(ε0) ≡ IνN(p′+k) (128)
and
Iν − Iνpi(k) − Iνpi(∆) (129)
u→M2−→
[

































+O(ε0) ≡ IνN(p−k), (131)
where we make use of the parametrization










H˜(V )/n+ E˜(V )





Note that in ontrast to the previous ase of the vetor type operator Ob(λ), a π(∆) pole
subtration has been neessary to obtain the orret nuleon pole terms (128) and (131)
without double ounting.
From the soft-pion expansion for Iν that we have determined now, we immediately
obtain the left hand side of the identity (120), kνI
ν











































































To further simplify this expression, we need the pion-nuleon sattering amplitude
whih appears in the π(∆) pole terms in the region of small momentum transfer. We an
derive the soft-pion theorem for this amplitude from the identity
∆µ
fpi
〈N ′πa(k)|Acµ(0)|N〉 = −ßm2pi〈N ′πa(k)|Φc(0)|N〉. (136)




5(λ = 0). (137)
The right hand side of (136) is dominated by the pion pole in ∆2,






Figure 3: Leading ontributions to the pion-nuleon sattering amplitude
M(N(p′) π(∆)|N(p) π(k)) for soft pion momenta ∆ and k. The pointlike vertex with
four partiles attahed orresponds to the Weinberg oupling.
Thus, we an solve equation (136) for the pion sattering amplitude and obtain the well-
known result
M(N ′πa(k)|Nπc(∆)) = −ε
acd
4f 2pi


























see also Fig. 3. If we insert this expression into equation (135), we nd that the double





U¯ ′Γ(V )(p′, p, λ) τ cU − ε
acd
4f 2pi












2p′ · k Γ
(V )
5 (p
′ + k, p, λ) τ b − Γ(V )5 (p′, p− k, λ) τ b
/p+M





see also gure 4.
Moderate momentum transfer In the region of moderate momentum transfer, i.e.−∆2
≫ ε2, the pion pole term in the soft-pion theorem (140) is negligible as it should sine a-
ording to the Dira equation for the nuleon spinors we have the suppression fator
U¯ ′(/k + /∆)U = 2U¯ ′/kU = O(ε), (141)
while the denominator ∆2 −m2pi is no longer small. Therefore, in this region the soft-pion
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Figure 4: The soft-pion theorem for the matrix element 〈N(p′) πa(k)|Ob5(λ)|N(p)〉, where
Ob5(λ) is the operator ψ¯(−λn/2) /nγ5τ bψ(λn/2).
4.2.4 Isosalar operator of axial vetor type
In the ase of the isosalar axial quark operator, matters are simpler beause ommutator










2p′ · k Γ
(S)
5 (p
′ + k, p, λ)− Γ(S)5 (p′, p− k, λ)
/p+M


















4.3 Appliation to the pion-nuleon distributions
From the soft-pion theorems for the matrix elements of twist-2 lightone operators, equa-
tions (110), (114), (115), (140), and (142), we arrive at the orresponding results for the
πN distributions Hi and H˜i by Fourier transformation with respet to the light-one o-
ordinate λ and an appropriate deomposition of the Dira matrix struture. These results
are presented in the following at the pion threshold. The general (non-threshold) results
are given in appendix B.
The soft-pion theorem (110) leads to
H
(+)
1th (x, ξ, t) = −
2M2(1− ξ)
2M2 − t H
(V )(x, ξ,∆2) +
4M2ξ − t
2(2M2 − t)E
(V )(x, ξ,∆2) (144)
H
(+)
2th (x, ξ, t) =
t[H(V )(x, ξ,∆2) + E(V )(x, ξ,∆2)]





1th (x, ξ, t) =
ξ0
gA
[E˜(V )(x, ξ0, t)− E˜(V )pole(x, ξ0, t)]
+
2M2(1− ξ)
2M2 − t H












p¯t · n, 0
)
θ(p¯t · n− |x|) (146)
H
(−)




(V )(x, ξ,∆2) + E(V )(x, ξ,∆2)]
2(2M2 − t) . (147)
Here, ∆2 is onsidered as funtion of t aording to the threshold requirement (29). The
variable ξ0 is dened as
ξ0 =
(p− p′) · n
(p+ p′) · n, (148)





2M +mpi(1 + ξ)
. (149)
The average momentum in the t hannel is referred to as p¯t,
p¯t =
p− p′ + k
2
. (150)
At threshold, p¯t · n an be expressed in terms of ξ:





pole denotes the pion-pole ontribution to E˜
(V )
and is given in terms of the pion
distribution amplitude φpi as [18, 19, 20, 21℄
E˜
(V )










θ(ξ0 − |x|). (152)




1th (x, ξ, t) = −
2M2(1− ξ)
2M2 − t H
(S,G)(x, ξ,∆2) +
4M2ξ − t










p¯t · n, 0
)
θ(p¯t · n− |x|) (153)
H
(0,G)
2th (x, ξ, t) =
t[H(S,G)(x, ξ,∆2) + E(S,G)(x, ξ,∆2)]
2(2M2 − t) , (154)
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where the rst supersript refers to the isosalar quark distributions and the seond one
to the gluon distributions, respetively.
Finally, we give the results related to the soft-pion theorems (140) and (142), again
using a ombined notation for the isosalar (0) and isovetor even (+) GPDs:
H˜
(0,+)
1th (x, ξ, t) =
2M2(1− ξ)
2M2 − t H˜
(S,V )(x, ξ,∆2)− tξE˜
(S,V )(x, ξ,∆2)
2(2M2 − t) (155)
H˜
(0,+)
2th (x, ξ, t) = −
4M2 − t
2(2M2 − t) H˜




1th (x, ξ, t) =
















θ(ξ − |x|) (157)
H˜
(−)
2th (x, ξ, t) =
4M2 − t
2(2M2 − t)H˜
(V )(x, ξ,∆2)− E
(V )(x, ξ0, t) +H
(V )(x, ξ0, t)
gA
. (158)
4.4 Results for the moments of πN distributions
In setion 3.3, we have desribed how to obtain pion emission form fators of ertain
loal operators from the moments of the πN distributions aording to the polynomiality
property. Now that we have derived the soft-pion theorems for the πN distributions, we
an easily read o these form fators after taking the orresponding moment. In the ases
where the results are known, this proedure provides a hek of the previous alulations.
4.4.1 First moment of H
(0,±)
i
The soft-pion theorems for pion emission indued by the loal vetor urrent, i.e. for the
form fators Ai (i = 1, . . . , 8) that we have dened in formula (38), are given in appendix
C. For a disussion, we restrit ourselves in the following to the pion threshold where the
number of independent form fators is redued to two. The onventional quantities for
suh a desription are the transversal and longitudinal s wave multipoles E(0,±) and L(0,±).
In the enter-of-mass frame where ~p ′ = ~k = 0 and ~p = −~∆, these threshold multipoles an
be dened using the spatial omponents of the matrix elements













































0+ ~σS′S + (L
(±)
0+ − E(±)0+ )





where e is the eletromagneti oupling onstant and ~σ = (σx, σy, σz) are the Pauli spin
matries.
Aording to these denitions, we obtain for the relations between these multipoles and

























































































































2(2M2 − t) +O(ε)
]
,(166)



















are the magneti and eletri form fators of the nuleon, with the supersripts S and V
indiating the isovetor and isosalar ombination, respetively. F
(V )
A ≡ G(V )A /gA denotes
the isovetor axial form fator normalized to unity. Figure 5 shows a plot of the multipoles







0+ turn out to be quite small, so that the orretions
whih are negleted in the soft-pion theorems beome important for these quantities. In
the onventional units that are also used in gure 5, these orretions ould be as large
26


























































































Figure 5: The transverse and longitudinal s-wave multipoles as funtion of ∆2 = (1 +
mpi/M)t + m
2
pi. The urves up to −∆2 = 1 GeV2 orrespond to the soft-pion theorems
(161) to (166). The urves up to −∆2 = 0.1 GeV2 show the one-loop ChPT results by
Bernard et. al. [22℄ as given in their formula (5.1). The referenes for the nuleon form
fators whih have been used for this plot an be found in appendix A. For the pion
eletromagneti form fator we have used the monopole form Fpi(∆
2) = (1−∆2〈r2pi〉/6)−1
with 〈r2pi〉 ≈ 0.45 fm2, see referenes [23, 24℄.
as cmpi/M ∼ 3 × 10−3/mpi+ . The situation is dierent for the multipoles E(−)0+ and L(−)0+ ;
they reah sizable values in partiular at low momentum transfer, and orretions beome
relatively small.
Sine the rst use of soft-pion theorems in pion-eletroprodution that an be dated
27
bak to the work of Nambu and Shrauner in 1962 [25℄, a lot of progress has been made
in alulating orretions to the early soft-pion results. Within the framework of hiral
perturbation theory, pion-eletroprodution has been omputed inluding the one-loop
level [22℄. The resulting threshold multipoles are also shown in gure 5. Unfortunately,
these ahievements of ChPT are limited to the region of very small momentum transfer,
−t ≪ M2. If we expand the soft-pion results (161) to (166) for suh small −t, we get
orrespondene with the leading-order results of ChPT.
4.4.2 First moment of H˜
(±)
i
Further, we would like to disuss the form fators of pion emission indued by the loal
isovetor axial urrent. They an be obtained from the rst moments of the πN distri-
butions H˜
(±)
i . Again, we restrit ourselves to the threshold. Then the matrix element is




0+ , and M
(±)
0+ :








where in the enter-of-mass frame (~p ′ + ~k = 0) one denes for the time and spae ompo-
nents of T˜ µ
T˜
0(±)







S′S = 16π(M +mpi)
(





(see [26℄ and original referenes therein). The relations between these multipoles and the












1th (x, 0, t) +
2M(2M +mpi)
4M2 − t H˜
(±)


































2 (x, ξ, t), (174)
where c is the same kinematial fator as in denition (167). Note that in taking the
moments of the πN distributions at a partiular skewedness ξ, in general one has to
integrate rst and then to insert the value of ξ to avoid unphysial regions in the ξ-t
28



























(4M2 − t)G(V )A (t)



























0+ are vanishing within the auray of soft-pion theorems. At small
momentum transfer, these results agree with the leading order expressions of the ChPT
alulation in referene [26℄.










the form fators Bi for soft pion emission indued by the energy-momentum tensor. The
resulting soft-pion theorem is




















































where A = A(∆2) and so on for the other nuleon form fators B and C. For the determi-
nation of B1 and B8 from the πN distribution moments, it has been neessary to use the
urrent onservation relations (47) and (50), beause these form fators appear together
with the metri tensor gµν whih vanishes after ontration with the lightone vetors nµnν .
The remaining six urrent onservation onstraints are fullled, so that
∆µ〈N ′πa|T µν |N〉 = O(ε). (179)
5 Hard pion prodution with additional soft pion
As an appliation of the presented soft pion theorems for the πN distributions, we onsider
the proess of hard π+ prodution o the proton with soft pion emission. The two possible
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reations are
γ∗L(q) + p(p, S)→ n(p′, S ′) + π0(k) + π+(q′), (180)
and
γ∗L(q) + p(p, S)→ p(p′, S ′) + π−(k) + π+(q′). (181)
We shall alulate the longitudinal dierential ross setion as well as the transverse spin
asymmetries for these proesses, in omparison to the orresponding pure proess, namely
γ∗L(q) + p(p, S)→ n(p′, S ′) + π+(q′). (182)
5.1 Longitudinal ross setion
First, we reall the denition of the dierential longitudinal ross setion of π+ prodution




|M(n)L |2 d2Φ(q + p; q′, p′)
2(s−M2)√Λ(s,M2,−Q2) (183)
where d2Φ is the two-partile phase spae volume,





(2π)4δ(q + p− q′ − p′), (184)
and Λ denotes the onventional kinematial funtion
Λ(x, y, z) =
√
(x− y − z)2 − 4yz. (185)
Introduing the angle φ, whih is the azimuthal angle of ~q ′ with respet to the diretion








The amplitude is given through the matrix element
M(n)L = e〈n(p′) π+(q′)|εL · J |p(p)〉 (187)



















In the ase of the reations (180) and (181), i.e. with soft pion emission, we have to
replae (184) with the three-partile phase spae







(2π)4δ(q + p+ k − q′ − p′), (190)




|M(Npi)L |2 d5Φ(q + p; q′, p′, k)
2(s−M2)√Λ(s,M2,−Q2) (191)
dened analogously to equation (183). The amplitude is
M(Npi)L = e〈N(p′)π(k) π+(q′)|εL · J |p(p)〉, (192)
and the supersript Nπ labels the two nal state possibilities nπ0 or pπ−. Integrating out
the angular dependene of the soft pion and the invariant massW 2 of the nal nuleon-pion















dφ d∆2 dW 2dΩpi
. (193)
Here, the variable Ωpi denotes the solid angle of the soft pion in the enter-of-mass frame
of the nal nuleon-pion system. If the soft pion momentum k is suiently small, we an
approximate the amplitude M(Npi)L by its threshold value, and perform the phase-spae
























5.2 Transverse spin asymmetry
Besides the longitudinal ross setion itself, there exist preditions for the so-alled trans-
verse spin asymmetry in π+ prodution (182) with a polarized target proton [27, 28℄. There
were arguments brought forward that this observable is partiularly useful, beause it is
less sensitive to higher-twist orretions and next-to-leading order orretions in the strong


































~S⊥ is the omponent of the proton's spin vetor that is transverse to ~q in the
enter-of-mass frame. A splitting of the squared amplitude into spin-dependent and spin-
independent parts yields∑
S′
|M(n)L |2 ∝ s(n)0 (xB, t0) + s(n)1 (xB, t0)|~S⊥| sinφ, (197)








It is now straightforward to dene an appropriate generalization of this observable for
























































The onstant of proportionality not written expliitely equals that one in (197), it ontains
the distribution amplitude of the π+ and the strong oupling αs, for example. Supple-






Of ourse, from an experimental point of view, these asymmetries are useful only when
the detetion of the soft pion is guaranteed. If this is not the ase, one should formulate
an asymmetry with the ross setions of all three proesses, (180) to (182), added up. In






















5.3 Amplitude at threshold
Now we ome to the amplitude M(Npi)L of hard pion prodution with soft pion emission.
For the sake of generality, we give the amplitude for arbitrary pion isospins a and c:






























x− ξ + ß0 ±
1
x+ ξ − ß0 . (203)
Evaluating this expression for the isospin ombinations needed in π+ prodution, and



























x− ξ + ß0 −
1/3











x− ξ + ß0 −
1/3




1th (x, ξ, t) (206)









x− ξ + ß0 −
1/3




2th (x, ξ, t) + H˜
(−)









x− ξ + ß0 −
1/3




1th (x, ξ, t) + H˜
(−)
1th (x, ξ, t)] (208)
for the pπ− nal state.

































Note that when setting the pion mass equal to zero everywhere in the last expression, we
reover the known formula for the reation without soft pion emission.
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5.4 Numerial results
5.4.1 Ratio of the longitudinal ross setions
The longitudinal ross setion for usual hard π+ prodution to leading twist and leading















and their orresponding ounterpart without soft pion emission, respetively. These ratios
must be alulated for a xed diretion of ~q ′, whih implies the following relation between
two- and three-partile nal state variables ∆2 and t0:
∆2 = −xB(W
2



































refer to the review [1℄; relevant formulas are summarized in appendix A. For the pion
distribution amplitude, throughout we use the asymptoti form




Figure 6 shows the ratio RNpi as a funtion of xB for three dierent values of t0. We
nd that for a large range of t0, the soft-pion ontamination is roughly 10% for eah
individual hannel. In situations where we have to add up both ontributions, we arrive
at a soft pion ontamination that aounts for 15% to 30% within the presented range of
t0. The Wmax-dependene near threshold an easily be dedued from our results given at
Wmax = 1.15 GeV
2
, beause it is inorporated expliitely in (213) through the phase spae
funtion Φ(Wmax) (195).
5.4.2 Transverse spin asymmetry
The results for the transverse spin asymmetries of the proesses with soft pion emission
(180) and (181) are shown in gure 7. The values for these asymmetries turn out to be
very small ompared to those of the pure proess (182), see gure 8. The small size of the
asymmetries ANpi an be traed bak to a partiularly small value of s(Npi)1 that arises from
a signiant anellation within the following terms:
s
(Npi)
1 ∝ ImANpiReCNpi − ReANpiImCNpi. (215)
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Figure 6: The two ratios of the unpolarized longitudinal ross setions with and without
soft pion emission, Rnpi0 and Rppi−, as funtions of xB for the values t0 = −1 GeV2, t0 =
−0.3 GeV2 and t0 = −0.02 GeV2. Lower urves belong to smaller values of −t0. The
photon virtuality is Q2 = 10 GeV2 andWmax = 1.15 GeV. The urves are plotted up to the
maximally allowed value of the Bjorken variable, whih is xBmax = 2/(1 +
√
1− 4M2/t0).









Figure 7: The transverse spin asymmetries of the proesses p + γ∗ → n + π0soft + π+ and
p + γ∗ → p + π−soft + π+ for the momentum transfers t0 = −0.3 GeV2 (lower urves) and
t0 = −1 GeV2 (upper urves). The photon virtuality is hosen as Q2 = 10 GeV2.
In ontrast, suh a anellation does not happen in the alulation of s
(n)
1 , beause in the
pion-pole model for E˜, (see appendix A) the imaginary part of Cn vanishes, whereas An
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Figure 8: The transverse spin asymmetry for the pure hard π+ prodution, An (dashed
urve), and for the hard π+ prodution with soft pion admixture, An+npi0+ppi− (solid urve).
The values of the momentum transfer are t0 = −0.02 GeV2 (left), t0 = −0.3 GeV2 (middle)
and t0 = −1 GeV2 (right). In the ase of An+npi0+ppi− , the maximal invariant mass is hosen
to be Wmax = 1.15 GeV. The photon virtuality is Q
2 = 10 GeV2.
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Moreover, the values of s
(Npi)
0 are larger than those of s
(n)
0 , roughly speaking by a fator
two or three. Sine they our in the denominator, ANpi = 2s(Npi)1 /(πs(Npi)0 ), this gives a
further redution of the asymmetry ANpi.
Let us now ome to the asymmetry An+npi0+ppi− of the ombined proesses, see equation
(201). Our disussion of the funtions s0 and s1 above already indiates that the inlusion
of soft pions leads to an ertain redution of the asymmetry. This result is shown in gure
8. For an invariant mass integrated up to Wmax = 1.15 GeV, we nd a downwards shift of
the urves of about 10%, respetively.
6 Summary
In the following, we summarize our statements about soft pion emission in hard exlusive
reations:
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• We have formulated a parametrization of twist-2 lightone operators between initial
nuleon and nal nuleon-pion state. It has turned out that four funtions, whih we
all πN parton distributions, are needed for eah of these matrix elements. Further,
we have shown how this number is redued to two when the pion is exatly at the
prodution threshold.
• Next, we demonstrated on several examples that the moments of the πN distribu-
tions are polynomials in the skewedness variables ξ and α. The oeients in these
polynomials are essentially the form fators (or, following the terminology of ele-
troweak pion prodution, the invariant amplitudes) of pion emission indued by
orresponding loal twist-2 operators.
• We have derived soft-pion theorems for the πN distributions whih represent the
leading terms in an expansion in small pion momentum and mass at given momentum
transfer. The nontrivial ingredients of the nal expressions are nuleon and pion
GPDs as well as the pion distribution amplitude. If the momentum transfer is xed
to be large ompared to the pion mass, we nd that our results agree with Guihon
et. al. [8℄. In the opposite ase, i.e. when the momentum transfer is small, we have
argued on the example of ertain moments that our results are onsistent with the
leading order of ChPT.
• Moreover, we have provided expliitely a parametrization and the soft-pion theorems
for the resulting form fators of pion emission from the nuleon indued by the energy-
momentum tensor.
• Finally, we have given analytial results for the amplitude of hard pion prodution
with soft pion emission and some numerial estimates for the partiular ase of hard
π+ prodution using ertain GPD models. In the presented kinematial region (xB ≥
0.05, 0.02 ≤ −∆20/GeV2 ≤ 1, Wmax = 1.15 GeV, Q2 = 10 GeV2), we have obtained
that the ontamination of the longitudinal ross setion of the reation γ∗ + p →
π+ + n aused by soft pions amounts to roughly 10% within eah of the two possible
hannels γ∗ + p → π+ + n + π0soft and γ∗ + p → π+ + p + π−soft. The eet of the
soft-pion hannels on the transverse spin asymmetry is a downwards shift of roughly
10%. Further, we have observed that the transverse spin asymmetry of the individual
soft-pion reations is about one order of magnitude smaller than that one whih is
predited for the familiar proess without soft pion.
We onlude that soft-pion theorems an provide useful estimates of the soft-pion ontam-
ination in hard exlusive reations. The numerial studies for the ontamination of hard
π+ prodution indiate that for an aurate interpretation of experiments an appropriate
separation of the soft-pion hannels is required. Seond, we point out that in priniple,
aording to the soft-pion theorems, hard exlusive reations with soft pion emission an
serve as an additional soure to extrat information about GPDs. Therefore, it is worth
to onsider orresponding experiments as well as further theoretial studies.
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In this appendix, we summarize the models that we have used for the isovetor nuleon
GPDs whih enter the presented alulations of hard π+ prodution with soft pion emis-
sion. They are taken from referene [1℄, to whih we refer for further explanations and
motivations.
A.1 Isovetor GPD H(V )
The isovetor and isosalar GPDs H(V ) and H(S) are linear ombinations of the up and
down quark GPDs in the proton,
H(V ) = Hu −Hd, H(S) = Hu +Hd. (218)
The models for the quark GPDs Hu and Hd ontain the so-alled double distribution term
and the D-term. The latter is supposed to be avor-independent, hene it anels in the
isovetor ombination. Further, one assumes a fatorized ansatz for the quark GPDs Hq,
q = u, d, so that





−HdDD(x, ξ)F d/p1 (t), (219)







dα δ(x− β − αξ) h(β, α)Hq(β, 0, 0). (220)




(1− |β|)2 − α2
(1− |β|)3 , (221)
and Hq(x, 0, 0) denotes the forward limit that is related to the usual quark distribution
funtions q(x) and antiquark distribution funtions q¯(x) aording to
Hq(x, 0, 0) = q(x) θ(x)− q¯(−x) θ(−x). (222)
For the numerial alulations, we use the leading order parametrization MRST2001LO
from referene [32℄. The seond ingredient of the fatorized ansatz for H is the Dira form
fator F
q/f
1 . It is dened aording to











U, f = p, n, (223)
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As input for numerial alulations, we have used the empirial ts of Brash et. al. [33℄ for
the proton Sahs form fators and those of Bosted [34℄ for the neutron ones.
A.2 Isovetor GPD E(V )
For E(V ), we take the very simple model
E(V )(x, ξ, t) = [EuDD(x, ξ)− EdDD(x, ξ)]GD(t) (226)







dα δ(x− β − αξ)Eq(β, 0, 0) h(β, α). (227)
Conerning the forward limit of Eq, the ansatz




d(x, 0, 0) = κddv(x) θ(x) (228)
with
κu = 2κp + κn κd = κp + 2κn
is assumed. Here, κp = 1.793 and κn = −1.913 are the anomalous magenti moments of
the proton and neutron, and qv(x) denotes the valene quark distribution q(x) − q¯(x). In
the t-dependent fator of the ansatz for E(V ), GD is the dipole form fator
GD(t) =
1
(1− t/0.71GeV2)2 . (229)
A.3 Isovetor GPD H˜(V )
The GPD H˜(V ) = H˜u − H˜d is modeled by the double distribution ansatz










dα δ(x− β − αξ) h(β, α)∆qv(β), (231)
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where ∆qv = [∆q(x)−∆q¯(x)]θ(x) is the polarized valene quark distribution. For the nu-
merial input of ∆qv we have used the leading order analysis LSS2001LO given in referene














with an axial mass MA ≈ 1 GeV.
A.4 Isovetor GPD E˜(V )
The GPD E˜(V ) is modeled by the pion pole form





φpi(x/ξ) θ(ξ − |x|), (233)









and for the pion distribution amplitude φpi, we use its asymptoti form φas already given
in (214).
B Soft-pion theorems for non-threshold pion-nuleon dis-
tributions
In setion 4.3, we have shown the soft-pion theorems for the threshold πN distributions.
Here, we give the orresponding general results, i.e. when the pion slightly deviates from
the threshold. Throughout the following expressions, we shall imply the relations
u = 2M2 +m2pi −W 2 − t+∆2, (235)
α¯ = α(1− ξ), (236)
ξ0 =
(p− p′) · n







p¯t · n = (p− p
′ + k) · n
2
= ξ + α¯, (238)
whih make the dependene of the πN distributions H
(0,±)
i on the set of variables x, ξ, ∆
2
,
α, t, and W 2 expliit.
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(V )(x, ξ,∆2) +
2M2α¯
u−M2 [H
(V )(x, ξ,∆2) + E(V )(x, ξ,∆2)] (239)
H
(+)


























[E˜(V )(x, ξ0, t)− E˜(V )pole(x, ξ0, t)]−
2M2α¯
u−M2 [H









p¯t · n, 0
)




H˜(V )(x, ξ0, t)
gA




















[H(V )(x, ξ,∆2) + E(V )(x, ξ,∆2)]. (246)
















p¯t · n, 0
)
θ(p¯t · n− x) (247)
H
(0,G)




















[H(0,G)(x, ξ,∆2) + E(0,G)(x, ξ,∆2)] (250)
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(S,V )(x, ξ,∆2)− 2M
2α¯
u−M2 H˜
(S,V )(x, ξ,∆2) (251)
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(0,+)
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C Soft-pion theorems for the form fators of pion emis-
sion indued by the loal vetor urrent
In equation (38) of setion 3.3 in the main text, we have parametrized the matrix element
for pion emission indued by the loal vetor urrent in terms of form fators Ai. As
explained in this setion, the soft-pion theorems for these form fators an be obtained
from the rst moments of the πN distributions funtions H
(0,±)
i that have been given in



























































i U = O(ε). (260)





























+[−F (V )A (t) + F (V )1 (∆2) + F (V )2 (∆2)]Mγµ −
(
M



































Current onservation at small momentum transfer is immediately fullled, but for the mod-
erate momentum transfer, the pseudosalar form fator GP annot simply be approximated
















U¯ ′γ5U +O(ε) (−t≫ ε2). (262)











U = 〈N(p′)|∂ ·Aa|N(p)〉 = fpim2pi〈N(p′)|Φa|N(p)〉 (263)
and pion-pole enhanement at suh large t is exluded, it is reasonable to assumeGA(t) 2M+









i U = O(ε), (264)
so that nally, urrent onservation is fullled.
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